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Digital Logic and Computer Design
1979

digital computer design logic circuitry and synthesis focuses on the logical structure electronic
realization and application of digital information processors the manuscript first offers information
on numerical symbols fundamentals of computing aids quantization representation of numbers in
an electronic digital computer and computer applications the text then ponders on the nature of
automatic computation and boolean algebra discussions focus on the advantages of a boolean
algebraic description of a digital computer clock pulse generators and timing circuits sequential
switching networks elements of information processing systems and types of digital computers and
automatic sequencing methods the book elaborates on circuit descriptions of switching and storage
elements and large capacity storage systems topics include static magnetic storage dynamic delay
line storage cathode ray storage vacuum tube systems of circuit logic and magnetic core systems of
circuit logic the publication also examines the system design of gp computers digital differential
analyzer and the detection and correction of errors the text is a valuable source of data for
mathematicians and engineers interested in digital computer design

Digital Computer Design
2014-05-12

contains a major emphasis on real computer designs using numerous examples in enough detail to
study the implementation of real systems the book reflects the author s experience of actual design
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and fabrication as well as teaching and research for courses in ee or cs

Computer Design and Architecture
1990

for courses in logic and computer design understanding logic and computer design for all
audiences logic and computer design fundamentals is a thoroughly up to date text that makes logic
design digital system design and computer design available to readers of all levels thefifth edition
brings this widely recognized source to modern standards by ensuring that all information is
relevant and contemporary the material focuses on industry trends and successfully bridges the
gap between the much higher levels of abstraction people in the field must work with today than in
the past broadly covering logic and computer design logic and computer design fundamentalsis a
flexibly organized source material that allows instructors to tailor its use to a wide range of
audiences

Logic and Computer Design Fundamentals
2015-03-04

digital design and computer organization introduces digital design as it applies to the creation of
computer systems it summarizes the tools of logic design and their mathematical basis along with
in depth coverage of combinational and sequential circuits the book includes an accompanying cd
that includes the majority of circuits highlighted in the text delivering you hands on experience in
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the simulation and observation of circuit functionality these circuits were designed and tested with
a user friendly electronics workbench package multisim textbook edition that enables your
progression from truth tables onward to more complex designs this volume differs from traditional
digital design texts by providing a complete design of an ac based cpu allowing you to apply digital
design directly to computer architecture the book makes minimal reference to electrical properties
and is vendor independent allowing emphasis on the general design principles

Digital Computer Design Fundamental
1962

digital design and computer organization introduces digital design as it applies to the creation of
computer systems it summarizes the tools of logic design and their mathematical basis along with
in depth coverage of combinational and sequential circuits the book includes an accompanying cd
that includes the majority of circuits highlig

Digital Design and Computer Organisation
2008-12

digital design and computer architecture arm edition covers the fundamentals of digital logic
design and reinforces logic concepts through the design of an arm microprocessor combining an
engaging and humorous writing style with an updated and hands on approach to digital design this
book takes the reader from the fundamentals of digital logic to the actual design of an arm
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processor by the end of this book readers will be able to build their own microprocessor and will
have a top to bottom understanding of how it works beginning with digital logic gates and
progressing to the design of combinational and sequential circuits this book uses these fundamental
building blocks as the basis for designing an arm processor systemverilog and vhdl are integrated
throughout the text in examples illustrating the methods and techniques for cad based circuit
design the companion website includes a chapter on i o systems with practical examples that show
how to use the raspberry pi computer to communicate with peripheral devices such as lcds
bluetooth radios and motors this book will be a valuable resource for students taking a course that
combines digital logic and computer architecture or students taking a two quarter sequence in
digital logic and computer organization architecture covers the fundamentals of digital logic design
and reinforces logic concepts through the design of an arm microprocessor features side by side
examples of the two most prominent hardware description languages hdls systemverilog and vhdl
which illustrate and compare the ways each can be used in the design of digital systems includes
examples throughout the text that enhance the reader s understanding and retention of key
concepts and techniques the companion website includes a chapter on i o systems with practical
examples that show how to use the raspberry pi computer to communicate with peripheral devices
such as lcds bluetooth radios and motors the companion website also includes appendices covering
practical digital design issues and c programming as well as links to cad tools lecture slides
laboratory projects and solutions to exercises

Digital Design and Computer Organization
2003-12-29
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this unique book documents the brief yet exciting history of the computer in graphic design and
goes on to examine the work and working practices of designers who are leading the way in the use
of this technology as an alternative to design annuals ronald labuz s the computer in graphic design
offers a serious examination of the nature of computer generated graphic design and suggests to
design professionals and students the unlimited possibilities this technology permits the book
charts four distinct ways in which graphic designers have used computers over the past 15 years
including two visible methods primitive and sophisticated and two invisible methods hidden and
allusive the international group of graphic designers and design firms whose work is vividly and
colorfully highlighted in the book reflect these differing philosophies this original format allows for
comparisons and contrasts and helps to frame the ongoing debate as to where computer graphic
design is headed after an opening chapter on the evolution of computer design style the computer
in graphic design focuses on those designers whose work has obviously been created by the
computer including such new primitives as rudy vanderlans max kisman john hersey and zuzana
licko in the next section the book details the work of designers who see technology as a
participatory vehicle in high art and design topics here include the hybrid imagery of april greiman
and the relationship of color value to the computer as mirrored in the work of kazumasa nagai
juxtaposed with these two related movements are those designers whose use of the computer is far
less obvious members of one group which includes such prominent designers as nancy skolos
kenneth hiebert and lance hidy take advantage of the computer s speed and control while forging
individual styles that are not compromised by a reliance on new technology the final group also
uses the computer but for individual reasons does not allow it to visually emerge among the
individuals and firms whose work is profiled here are johnee bee michael weymouth design and iit
institute of design the final section of the computer in graphic design takes a look at today s
typography and type design and the computer s impact on these fields discusses the inevitable
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conflict between classicists of form and the advocates of primitive type design and examines the
radical changes that may come in the near future the computer in graphic design is required
reading and viewing for every professional and student excited by the possibilities of the
collaboration between the graphic designer and the computer the book will help readers resolve
how they will use the computer in their own designs taking their cue from the work and actual
words of the diverse designers presented this unique volume will also prompt readers to explore for
themselves whether technology is little more than a tool to make production easier or faster or
whether it will forever change the practice of graphic design book jacket title summary field
provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

Digital Design and Computer Architecture, ARM Edition
2015-04-09

a pioneering graphic designer shows how to use the computer as an artistic medium in its own
right most art and technology projects pair artists with engineers or scientists the artist has the
conception and the technical person provides the know how john maeda is an artist and a computer
scientist and he views the computer not as a substitute for brush and paint but as an artistic
medium in its own right design by numbers is a reader friendly tutorial on both the philosophy and
nuts and bolts techniques of programming for artists practicing what he preaches maeda composed
design by numbers using a computational process he developed specifically for the book he
introduces a programming language and development environment available on the which can be
freely downloaded or run directly within any java enabled browser appropriately the new language
is called dbn for design by numbers designed for visual people artists designers anyone who likes to
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pick up a pencil and doodle dbn has very few commands and consists of elements resembling those
of many other languages such as lisp logo c java and basic throughout the book maeda emphasizes
the importance and delights of understanding the motivation behind computer programming as
well as the many wonders that emerge from well written programs sympathetic to the
mathematically challenged he places minimal emphasis on mathematics in the first half of the book
because computation is inherently mathematical the book s second half uses intermediate
mathematical concepts that generally do not go beyond high school algebra the reader who masters
the skills so clearly set out by maeda will be ready to exploit the true character of digital media
design

The Computer in Graphic Design
1993

future computing professionals must become familiar with historical computer architectures
because many of the same or similar techniques are still being used and may persist well into the
future computer architecture fundamentals and principles of computer design discusses the
fundamental principles of computer design and performance enhancement that have proven
effective and demonstrates how current trends in architecture and implementation rely on these
principles while expanding upon them or applying them in new ways rather than focusing on a
particular type of machine this textbook explains concepts and techniques via examples drawn from
various architectures and implementations when necessary the author creates simplified examples
that clearly explain architectural and implementation features used across many computing
platforms following an introduction that discusses the difference between architecture and
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implementation and how they relate the next four chapters cover the architecture of traditional
single processor systems that are still after 60 years the most widely used computing machines the
final two chapters explore approaches to adopt when single processor systems do not reach desired
levels of performance or are not suited for intended applications topics include parallel systems
major classifications of architectures and characteristics of unconventional systems of the past
present and future this textbook provides students with a thorough grounding in what constitutes
high performance and how to measure it as well as a full familiarity in the fundamentals needed to
make systems perform better this knowledge enables them to understand and evaluate the many
new systems they will encounter throughout their professional careers

An Introduction to Digital Computer Design
1983

the aim of this text is to provide a foundation for understanding evaluating and comparing the
design principles incorporated in state of the art microprocessors and minicomputers

Design by Numbers
2001-08-24

for sophomore courses on digital design in an electrical engineering computer engineering or
computer science department digital design fourth edition is a modern update of the classic
authoritative text on digital design this book teaches the basic concepts of digital design in a clear
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accessible manner the book presents the basic tools for the design of digital circuits and provides
procedures suitable for a variety of digital applications

Computer Architecture
2018-10-03

this unique and proven text provides a hands on introduction to the design of a computer system
depicting step by step the arrangement of a simple but complete hypothetical computer followed by
detailed architectural features of existing computer systems as enhancements to the structure of
the simple computer changes in the third edition of computer design and architecture include
updates to reflect contemporary organizations and devices new technologies and devices in
combinatorial and integrated circuits new technologies in sequential circuits new technologies in
memory and storage the latest architecture examples contemporary memory hierarchy concepts
ideal for one or two semester courses with end of chapter summaries references and problems as
well as over 250 drawings and tables computer design and architecture third edition is a classroom
tested text for upper level undergraduate and graduate students in electrical and computer
engineering and computer science taking design courses such as computer systems design
computer hardware design computer architecture computer organization and assembly language
programming

Computer Architecture and Design
1989
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not only does almost everyone in the civilized world use a personal computer smartphone and or
tablet on a daily basis to communicate with others and access information but virtually every other
modern appliance vehicle or other device has one or more computers embedded inside it one
cannot purchase a current model automobile for example without several computers on board to do
everything from monitoring exhaust emissions to operating the anti lock brakes to telling the
transmission when to shift and so on appliances such as clothes washers and dryers microwave
ovens refrigerators etc are almost all digitally controlled gaming consoles like xbox playstation and
wii are powerful computer systems with enhanced capabilities for user interaction computers are
everywhere even when we don t see them as such and it is more important than ever for students
who will soon enter the workforce to understand how they work this book is completely updated
and revised for a one semester upper level undergraduate course in computer architecture and
suitable for use in an undergraduate cs ee or ce curriculum at the junior or senior level students
should have had a course s covering introductory topics in digital logic and computer organization
while this is not a text for a programming course the reader should be familiar with computer
programming concepts in at least one language such as c c or java previous courses in operating
systems assembly language and or systems programming would be helpful but are not essential

Digital Design
2002

the author examines logic and methodology of design from the perspective of computer science
computers provide the context for this examination both by discussion of the design process for
hardware and software systems and by consideration of the role of computers in design in general
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the central question posed by the author is whether or not we can construct a theory of design

Digital Computer Design
2000

making sense of design effective design is at the heart of everything from software development to
engineering to architecture but what do we really know about the design process what leads to
effective elegant designs the design of design addresses these questions these new essays by fred
brooks contain extraordinary insights for designers in every discipline brooks pinpoints constants
inherent in all design projects and uncovers processes and patterns likely to lead to excellence
drawing on conversations with dozens of exceptional designers as well as his own experiences in
several design domains brooks observes that bold design decisions lead to better outcomes the
author tracks the evolution of the design process treats collaborative and distributed design and
illuminates what makes a truly great designer he examines the nuts and bolts of design processes
including budget constraints of many kinds aesthetics design empiricism and tools and grounds this
discussion in his own real world examples case studies ranging from home construction to ibm s
operating system 360 throughout brooks reveals keys to success that every designer design project
manager and design researcher should know

Computer Organization, Design, and Architecture, Fourth
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Edition
2000-04-25

i have been using the first edition of this book as a text for a number of years this was in a stanford
university first year graduate course that is taken by students from electrical engineering or
computer science who are interested in computer organization because computer tech nology has
been changing so rapidly it became necessary to supplement the text with additional readings my
colleagues and i examined many newly published books for possible use as texts we found no book
with the same excellent choice of topics and thorough coverage as dr gschwind s first edition
springer verlag s request that i prepare a second edition of this book came at a time when i had
many other projects underway before i de cided whether to take on the project of preparing a
revision i asked many of my students for their opinions of dr gschwind s first edition even i was
surprised by the enthusiasm that this rather skeptical and critical group of students displayed for
the book it was this enthusiasm that convinced me of the value and importance of preparing the
revision

Computer Architecture
2016-11-25

principles of computer system design is the first textbook to take a principles based approach to the
computer system design it identifies examines and illustrates fundamental concepts in computer
system design that are common across operating systems networks database systems distributed
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systems programming languages software engineering security fault tolerance and architecture
through carefully analyzed case studies from each of these disciplines it demonstrates how to apply
these concepts to tackle practical system design problems to support the focus on design the text
identifies and explains abstractions that have proven successful in practice such as remote
procedure call client service organization file systems data integrity consistency and authenticated
messages most computer systems are built using a handful of such abstractions the text describes
how these abstractions are implemented demonstrates how they are used in different systems and
prepares the reader to apply them in future designs the book is recommended for junior and senior
undergraduate students in operating systems distributed systems distributed operating systems
and or computer systems design courses and professional computer systems designers features
concepts of computer system design guided by fundamental principles cross cutting approach that
identifies abstractions common to networking operating systems transaction systems distributed
systems architecture and software engineering case studies that make the abstractions real naming
dns and the url file systems the unix file system clients and services nfs virtualization virtual
machines scheduling disk arms security tls numerous pseudocode fragments that provide concrete
examples of abstract concepts extensive support the authors and mit opencourseware provide on
line free of charge open educational resources including additional chapters course syllabi board
layouts and slides lecture videos and an archive of lecture schedules class assignments and design
projects

Design Theory and Computer Science
1991-05-16
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computer organization and design the hardware software interface sixth edition the leading award
winning textbook from patterson and hennessy used by more than 40 000 students per year
continues to present the most comprehensive and readable introduction to this core computer
science topic improvements to this new release include new sections in each chapter on domain
specific architectures dsa and updates on all real world examples that keep it fresh and relevant for
a new generation of students covers parallelism in depth with examples and content highlighting
parallel hardware and software topics includes new sections in each chapter on domain specific
architectures dsa discusses and highlights the eight great ideas of computer architecture including
performance via parallelism performance via pipelining performance via prediction design for
moore s law hierarchy of memories abstraction to simplify design make the common case fast and
dependability via redundancy

The Design of Design
2010-03-22

computer engineering a dec view of hardware systems design focuses on the principles progress
and concepts in the design of hardware systems the selection first elaborates on the seven views of
computer systems technology progress in logic and memories and packaging and manufacturing
concerns cover power supplies dec computer packaging generations general packaging
semiconductor logic technology memory technology measuring and creating technology progress
structural levels of a computer system and packaging levels of integration the manuscript then
examines transistor circuitry in the lincoln tx 2 digital modules pdp 1 and other 18 bit computers
pdp 8 and other 12 bit computers and structural levels of the pdp 8 the text takes a look at cache
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memories for pdp 11 family computers buses dec lsi 11 and design decisions for the pdp 11 60 mid
range minicomputer topics include reliability and maintainability price performance balance
advances in memory technology synchronization of data transfers error control strategies pdp 11
45 pdp 11 20 and cache organization the selection is a fine reference for practicing computer
designers users programmers designers of peripherals and memories and students of computer
engineering and computer science

Design of Digital Computers
2012-12-06

this book is designed to facilitate a thorough understanding of fundamental principles without
requiring readers to memorize an excess of confusing technological details rather than focusing on
techniques for one particular phase of design it covers the complete design process from
specification to manufacturing

AN INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN
1995

evolutionary design by computers offers an enticing preview of the future of computer aided design
design by darwin lawrence j fogel president natural selection inc evolutionary design by computers
is the major revolution in design thinking of the 20th century and this book is the best introduction
available professor john frazer swire chair and head of school of design the hong kong polytechnic
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university author of an evolutionary architecture peter bentley has assembled and edited an
important collection of papers that demonstrate convincingly the utility of evolutionary computation
for engineering solutions to complex problems in design david b fogel editor in chief ieee
transactions on evolutionary computation some of the most startling achievements in the use of
computers to automate design are being accomplished by the use of evolutionary search algorithms
to evolve designs evolutionary design by computers provides a showcase of the best and most
original work of the leading international experts in evolutionary computation engineering design
computer art and artificial life by bringing together the highest achievers in these fields for the first
time including a foreword by richard dawkins this book provides the definitive coverage of
significant developments in evolutionary design this book explores related sub areas of evolutionary
design including design optimization creative design the creation of art artificial life it shows for
the first time how techniques in each area overlap and promotes the cross fertilization of ideas and
methods

Principles of Computer System Design
2009-05-21

introduction to logic and computer design by alan marcovitz takes the successful formula realized
in the author s previous books and makes it even better with the inclusion of several chapters on
computer design marcovitz now offers everything a fundamentals oriented logic design course
might include further this new book is supported by an aris site and a host of new media
supplements to make both the instructor s and the student s job easier as with marcovitz s previous
books the clear presentation of concepts and well paced writing style make introduction to logic
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and computer design the ideal companion to any first course in digital logic users rave about the
book s extensive set of examples well integrated into the body of the text and included at the end of
each chapter in sections of solved problems that give students multiple opportunities to understand
the topics being presented

Digital Logic and Computer Design
1992

the new arm edition of computer organization and design features a subset of the armv8 a
architecture which is used to present the fundamentals of hardware technologies assembly
language computer arithmetic pipelining memory hierarchies and i o with the post pc era now upon
us computer organization and design moves forward to explore this generational change with
examples exercises and material highlighting the emergence of mobile computing and the cloud
updated content featuring tablet computers cloud infrastructure and the arm mobile computing
devices and x86 cloud computing architectures is included an online companion site provides links
to a free version of the ds 5 community edition a free professional quality tool chain developed by
arm as well as additional advanced content for further study appendices glossary references and
recommended reading covers parallelism in depth with examples and content highlighting parallel
hardware and software topics features the intel core i7 arm cortex a53 and nvidia fermi gpu as real
world examples throughout the book adds a new concrete example going faster to demonstrate how
understanding hardware can inspire software optimizations that improve performance by 200x
discusses and highlights the eight great ideas of computer architecture performance via parallelism
performance via pipelining performance via prediction design for moore s law hierarchy of
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memories abstraction to simplify design make the common case fast and dependability via
redundancy includes a full set of updated exercises

Computer Design
1978

this best selling title considered for over a decade to be essential reading for every serious student
and practitioner of computer design has been updated throughout to address the most important
trends facing computer designers today in this edition the authors bring their trademark method of
quantitative analysis not only to high performance desktop machine design but also to the design of
embedded and server systems they have illustrated their principles with designs from all three of
these domains including examples from consumer electronics multimedia and web technologies and
high performance computing the book retains its highly rated features fallacies and pitfalls which
share the hard won lessons of real designers historical perspectives which provide a deeper look at
computer design history putting it all together which present a design example that illustrates the
principles of the chapter worked examples which challenge the reader to apply the concepts
theories and methods in smaller scale problems and cross cutting issues which show how the ideas
covered in one chapter interact with those presented in others in addition a new feature another
view presents brief design examples in one of the three domains other than the one chosen for
putting it all together the authors present a new organization of the material as well reducing the
overlap with their other text computer organization and design a hardware software approach 2 e
and offering more in depth treatment of advanced topics in multithreading instruction level
parallelism vliw architectures memory hierarchies storage devices and network technologies also
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new to this edition is the adoption of the mips 64 as the instruction set architecture in addition to
several online appendixes two new appendixes will be printed in the book one contains a complete
review of the basic concepts of pipelining the other provides solutions a selection of the exercises
both will be invaluable to the student or professional learning on her own or in the classroom
hennessy and patterson continue to focus on fundamental techniques for designing real machines
and for maximizing their cost performance presents state of the art design examples including ia 64
architecture and its first implementation the itanium pipeline designs for pentium iii and pentium iv
the cluster that runs the google search engine emc storage systems and their performance sony
playstation 2 infiniband a new storage area and system area network sunfire 6800 multiprocessor
server and its processor the ultrasparc iii trimedia tm32 media processor and the transmeta crusoe
processor examines quantitative performance analysis in the commercial server market and the
embedded market as well as the traditional desktop market updates all the examples and figures
with the most recent benchmarks such as spec 2000 expands coverage of instruction sets to include
descriptions of digital signal processors media processors and multimedia extensions to desktop
processors analyzes capacity cost and performance of disks over two decades surveys the role of
clusters in scientific computing and commercial computing presents a survey taxonomy and the
benchmarks of errors and failures in computer systems presents detailed descriptions of the design
of storage systems and of clusters surveys memory hierarchies in modern microprocessors and the
key parameters of modern disks presents a glossary of networking terms

Logical Design of Digital Computers
1958
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this textbook provides semester length coverage of computer architecture and design providing a
strong foundation for students to understand modern computer system architecture and to apply
these insights and principles to future computer designs it is based on the author s decades of
industrial experience with computer architecture and design as well as with teaching students
focused on pursuing careers in computer engineering unlike a number of existing textbooks for this
course this one focuses not only on cpu architecture but also covers in great detail in system buses
peripherals and memories this book teaches every element in a computing system in two steps first
it introduces the functionality of each topic and subtopics and then goes into from scratch design of
a particular digital block from its architectural specifications using timing diagrams the author
describes how the data path of a certain digital block is generated using timing diagrams a method
which most textbooks do not cover but is valuable in actual practice in the end the user is ready to
use both the design methodology and the basic computing building blocks presented in the book to
be able to produce industrial strength designs

Computer Organization and Design MIPS Edition
2020-11-24

this update of the popular book on computer architecture presents design ideas embodied in many
high performance machines and stresses techniques for evaluating them stone develops a proper
understanding of the design process by treating the various trade offs that exist in designing
choices and shows how good designs make efficient use of technology features teaches techniques
for the design and analysis of high performance machines develops students intuition for design by
treating various tradeoffs that exist in design choices discusses many important topics risc
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architectures interconnection meshes cache coherent and multiprocessors and cache memory
includes enhanced descriptions of risc processors expands material on cache memory analysis
current technology in risc with a focused look on super scalar additional memory models and
techniques for doing cache design new porposals for coherent memory systems in system c parallel
processors both design and thought problems and problems with limiting parameters are provided
0201526883b04062001

Computer Engineering
2014-05-12

Principles of Digital Design
1997

Evolutionary Design by Computers
1999-05-28
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Introduction to Digital Computer Design
1982

Computer design
1962

Introduction to Logic and Computer Design
2007

Computer Organization and Design ARM Edition
2016-05-06

Design of Digital Computers
2013-12-19
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Digital Computer Design
1963

Computer Architecture
2002-05-29

Introduction to Digital Computer Design
1970

Fundamentals of Computer Architecture and Design
2019-01-31

Computer Design
1982-01-01
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High-performance Computer Architecture
1993
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